
DCC07-12 FAQ
Why am I not getting harsh driving triggered events?
Harsh driving events will not be recorded and sent to the cloud as an event video if the dashcam is not calibrated. After the
dashcam has been mounted on the windshield in the correct place and angle, enter the settings menu of the dashcam, and select
the calibration function.

I see that the GPS of the dashcam is working correctly on the map but when I click the live video feature the screen is black
and does not stream the live video from the vehicle. Why is this happening?
This could be caused by a reception issue of the cellular network in the area. It will also help to check the data utilization of the 
respected SIM card.

Can I improve the video quality of the events and/or recordings?
Yes. The DCC07-12 dashcam comes with five different video preset levels that can be selected in the settings menu of the 
dashcam under video preset. Level 1 being the lowest video quality and Level 5 being the highest video quality.

Why does my live video not have the GPS/Speed/Date info, although the Text Overlay is enabled?
Text Overlay only displays on recording files and video events, and not during live video streaming.

Why is the video quality of the recordings and events different from the quality of the live video?
The video recordings are saved locally on the SD card of the dashcam and the events are uploaded to the cloud. Neither of these 
functions is a live streaming feature so the video quality is displayed exactly as the dashcam processes the video for future
viewing and analysis.

Can I change the event time from 10 seconds to a longer time interval?
Currently no, but it is something that ODM might adapt in the future. Note that you can retrieve video recordings from the 
dashcam since the camera always records as long as the vehicle is operating.

Why do I see a trip that started in a different place than where the previous trip ended?
It is possible that the dashcam did not power up or was not connected to the cloud during the initial start of the next trip. Check 
the power connection and data information.

Can the auxiliary camera record a vibration event?
No. The auxiliary cameras are only connected after the main dashcam wakes up from hibernation during movement.

How can the dashcam keep recording 10 minutes after I left the vehicle?
When connected to constant power, the dashcam enters standby mode or hibernation after 10 minutes without any movement 
of the vehicle and stops recording.

Is it possible to make the DCC07-12 dashcam record videos during 24-48 hours after the vehicle engine off?
Currently no, but it is something that ODM might adapt in the future.

Can the auxiliary cameras keep recording after the vehicle has been turned off?
No. The auxiliary camera recordings are determined by the main unit recording feature which does not allow recordings during 
the vehicle off period.

Can I connect the auxiliary cameras to constant power?
No. The auxiliary cameras require ignition power only.
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I keep getting "Device already registered" when trying to provision a camera. How can I move a camera from one organization 
to another?
The dashcam can only be registered under one organization. To move the dashcam from one organization to another, you need 
to delete the camera from the previous organization and then you will be able to allocate the respected IMEI to the new 
organization.

How do I set up a hotspot?
The DCC07-12 is capable of sharing its internet data by utilizing the hotspot. You may turn on the hotspot by entering the settings 
menu of the camera, select the WiFi sub-menu, and turn on the hotspot feature. The dashcam network name would be “Dash-
1234” (numbers depending on the IMEI of the camera), and the default network password is “12345678”.

How do I connect the DCC07-12 to a WiFi?
Visit the Set the DCC07-12 WiFi Connection article for full details on connecting your DCC07-12 dashcam to a WiFi network.

After I connected my device to the hotspot enabled on the DCC07-12, it didn’t connect to the Internet. What should I do
Please double check that you have entered the network connection information correctly. The network connection information is
case sensitive (uppercase and lowercase letters must be considered) and ensures that network encryption type is correct based
on the network security encryption.

Why do some of my video events not have video?
Check the settings of the events in the interface. You may choose which events you would like to have the video available, 
snapshot, or just the event indication. Also, please note that some events will not upload videos to the cloud including Speeding, 
Fence, and Power ON/OFF events will not have video events.

Why did I lose all my data history after removing and adding the same device to the same organization?
After removing the dashcam from the organization historic data will be lost from the cloud. Please take caution and be aware 
when removing devices.

Why does the DCC07-12 dashcam generate vibration events for a moving car?
This is caused by a poor power connection from the dashcam to the vehicle. Check the cables for a stable connection.

Why are video recordings unavailable for an offline camera?
Since video recordings are saved locally on the SD of the dashcam, the dashcam needs to be online to retrieve video recordings 
or in “Active Standby” mode. “Active Standby” allows you to download recordings directly from the SD card when the vehicle is
not in service. Note that the dashcam requires to be connected to constant power for this feature to be available.

Why is the list of video recordings available for download empty?
Likely, the SD card has not been installed or it is corrupted. Please check if the SD card is in place from the diagnostic menu in the 
interface and if it is, attempt to format the SD card, and then check again for recordings after several minutes of the vehicle 
driving.

The camera has a SIM card and was installed in a vehicle that is on the road already, but its live video is not available, and no 
events registered so far.
The SIM has not been activated. Please contact ODM for SIM activation.

I tried to use the Serial Number of the device to register it on the portal, but it did not work.
Please use the IMEI number of the dashcam and not the serial number.

Why do video recording files have the wrong date/time?
The timestamp on the video files is determined by the GPS location and time zone of the camera and not the time zone of the 
user that is controlling the cloud interface.
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How can I change the date and time on the camera?
The date and time are determined by the GPS location of the camera and are hardcoded in the software for accuracy. You can 
also change the date format of the camera from U.S. format to international date format in the dashcam’s settings menu.

How can I change the time zone on the portal?
The portal’s time zone is set by default to the user’s time zone location. 

I configured the camera, installed SD and SIM cards, mounted it in the vehicle and now I am ready to use it. What do I need to 
do to activate the device on the ODM system?
You may either register a new organization by creating an account in the ODM portal or you may add a new dashcam to an 
existing organization. Please visit the articles Create your ODM Cloud Account and Adding a New Dashcam to Your Account for 
more information.

Why am I not seeing Geotab dangerous driving events?
Check your Geotab Exceptions to see if the rules are enabled. Rules that are enabled in the Geotab Exceptions will be available to 
turn on / off in the Video Rules tab in the ODM Add-In. Also, check that your GO Device service package includes Exception Rules.

Why do I get only ODM events, but none of Geotab events?
In the ODM add-in, you have the option to determine from which device the video events will be triggered, from the DCC07-12, 
the Geotab GO Device, or both. The “Video Rules” tab of the add-ons controls the video events that are triggered by the GO 
Device and the “Camera Rules” in the “Vehicles” tab control the video events that are triggered by the DCC07-12. Make sure that 
the respected “Video Rules” are enabled to trigger the video events from the GO Device (Geotab events).

Is it possible to make the DCC07-12 dashcam record videos during 24-48 hours after the vehicle engine off?
Currently no, but it is something that ODM might adapt in the future.
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